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Spring Bear Hunting:

“For all my spring
bear hunting
equipment needs,
I rely on D&R
Sporting Goods”

Landan Brochu with a
mature Ontario Spring
Black Bear.

Bait ’n Wait or Spot ‘n Stalk!
By Rich Brochu, NOSA Member

We are now in the fourth year of a pilot project re-introducing the spring Bear
hunt in Ontario. This will end in 2020-21 and be re-evaluated by the Ministry
and stake-holders. Hopefully it will remain a permanent fixture among Ontario’s
hunting opportunities. I have had the privilege of being part of the spring pilot
hunt and I hope that it continues. Bear populations in most regions of the province
remain very healthy. Many outfitters have benefited from a spring bear hunt and
this is welcomed tourism income for the region. Baiting a stand site versus “spot
and stalk” are two ways a hunter can experience this sustainable resource.
Most hunters hunt bears the traditional way which is to have a bait site. This “sit
and wait” type of hunt is very popular as you wait for a bear to come and feed. New
regulations were implemented with baiting bears and can be found on the Ministry
of Natural Resources web page. Sows with cubs cannot legally be targeted during
the spring hunt. This type of set up is perfect for trail camera placements and the
ability to know who is visiting. It can be rewarding as you get to view your quarry,
know what times they visit and what size they are. Another bonus includes knowing whether a sow with cubs are frequenting the area. Some of the attractants that
can be used are bread, old fish oil, pastries and just about anything that is tasty.
Hunters will tend the site regularly ensuring the food source remains consistent, as
it gets depleted.
Once you find the area you wish to hunt you will need to set up either a tree
stand or a ground blind. I have hunted from both and prefer a tree stand. Bears are
very curious and on several occasions I have returned to my ground blind and
found it torn apart by a bruin. This can be costly and also frustrating. A tree stand
offers a better view and a rest to shoot from. Safety harnesses are important when
hunting this method to prevent injury in case of a fall.
Spot and stalk on the other hand is a total different method and approach to
hunting these bruins. Looking for the right areas and natural food sources will be
important in helping you find active bears. Spring and fall are great times to use
this approach and both seasons have similar success rates. Bears are creatures of
habit and knowing their patterns will make it easier to locate them. A different
type of effort will be needed to achieve success in hunting this way.
Spring bears out of hibernation are hungry and looking for food. The first thing
bears will look for is skunk cabbage and fresh grass shoots. Skunk cabbage is nature’s natural laxative and the bears love the plant. They eat fresh grass, grubs and
anything else they find while foraging. Bears are very lean and their coats full fresh
out of hibernation. Areas to focus on in spring include meadows, ponds, hydro
lines, gas lines, recent cuts and old tote roads with fresh grass on the edges. Being
omnivorous, it is incredible how much grass bears eat. Unlike moose and deer
bears mate in the spring. This increases the odds of bears being less nocturnal and
more active as they search for mates.
The first tip will be to check wind direction and proceed downwind from the animal. Take your time... if he does not spot you he will continue to eat and move
forward. Whether you are bow or rifle hunting it is important to get within ethical shooting distance. Approach the bear at a slow pace while checking your surroundings and wind direction. Crouching down or using bushes or natural cover
while stalking is helpful. It’s important they do not see you. If they catch a glimpse
of you they will stare you down as they assess the situation. Chances are they will
run away if they sense danger.
This year mandatory reporting of all big game animals hunted in Ontario is in
effect. Be sure to educate yourself by reading the Ministry of Natural Resources new
hunting regulations. If you purchase a spring bear tag this year your hunting activity must be reported by June 29/19 for resident hunters and June 22/19 by non
residents. A fall bear tag must be reported by December 14/19 for resident hunters
and December 7/19 by none residents. If you purchase a tag and decide not to
hunt you still must report it to the Ministry.
The boreal forest offers many different alternatives to natural organic meat. Bear
meat stands out as one that is overlooked by some but enjoyed by others. It is with
hope that the Province will recognize the importance of a spring hunt and ensure
it remains an option for Ontario hunters and our non-resident hunting friends for
years to come.

John Kaplanis
Executive Director/NOSA
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MOOSE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
STAKEHOLDER LISTENING SESSIONS
• St. Thomas – May 21, 2019,
4:00-8:00pm
Joe Thornton Community Centre
75 Caso Crossing
Douglas J Tarry Multi-Purpose Room

• Sault Ste. Marie – May 28, 2019,
4:00-8:00pm
Quattro Hotel
229 Great Northern Rd
North Ballroom

• Peterborough – May 22, 2019,
4:00-8:00pm
Holiday Inn Peterborough
150 George St. North
Regency Room A&B

• Thunder Bay – May 29, 2019,
4:00-8:00pm
Valhalla Inn
1 Valhalla Inn Road
Ballroom 1

• North Bay – May 23, 2019,
4:00-8:00pm
Davedi Club
313 Airport Rd.
Dante Hall

• Dryden – May 30, 2019,
4:00-8:00pm
Best Western Plus
349 Government St.
Sunset Hall
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Selecting Your
First Fly Rod
By: Globetrotting pro fly angler , Rebekka Redd
http://rebekkareddflyfishing.com
Selecting a fly rod can seem like a daunting task with endless choices. Like any piece
of sports equipment, or a precision instrument, fly rods come in a seemingly endless
variations and a wide range of price. So which one is right for you?
The great news is any fly rod can catch a fish, so there really isn’t a bad choice. However, my intentions are to help lessen the confusion and guide you to the proper rod
that will last a lifetime.
The first thing to consider is the location of where you fish…. Drawing from this information you can decide what length and line-weight you need to meet your fishing requirements.
Line-weight is used as a way of describing different rod ‘power’, which is dependent
on type fishing method and size of the fish you will be targeting.
Here’s a quick, and by no means complete, overview:
-3 Weight (wt) (and smaller) = Technical small stream fishing & small trout and panfish
-4 Wt = for small/med stream/lake fishing. A good choice for dry fly fishing.
-5 Wt = Outstanding all around trout size.
-6 Wt = Another superb all around trout size, provides more power to cast heavier rigs
and streamers. Not as delicate with dry flies. Good small bass rod.
-7 Wt = This is your go to streamer rod. Too heavy for most nymph and dry fly application. Good for bass, pike and carp.
-8 Wt = saltwater/big game, such as big northern pike, Atlantic salmon, bone fish.
-9wt & 10 wt = Big game fish such as Africa’s tiger fish, barracuda, big 45+ inch
northern pike, peacock bass, rooster fish, etc.
What length do you need? In most cases a 9 foot rod is ideal for both optimal casting and fishing. Shorter rods (6-7 1/2 ft) are best for tight, brushy streams. 10 ft – 11
foot rods are mostly used for “high sticking” / dapping with just the leader (holding
most of the line off the water leaving just the leader), and they can give you an advantage in a float tube (helps keep the line in the air during the cast while sitting low in
the water in a float tube) and steelheading.
Any longer and most rods are considered a spey rod which is a different style of rod,
cast using two hands.
Action = how the rod flexes. A popular style is the fast action rods that load up quickly
and can throw long casts with ease. However for beginners the slower action rods that
flex more into the middle of the rod are better to learn on and are easier to be more accurate
The vast majority of fly rods come in 4 sections (pieces). You will come across two and
three piece rods from time to time, and even extremes of one and as many as seven pieces
(travel/backpacking rods). The number of pieces is a non-issue, so base your rod choice
on other more relevant characteristics.
Be sure to purchase a rod with warranty:
Whether you are accident prone, or very careful with your equipment, the fact is that
fly rods can break. A solid warranty turns this tragedy into peace of mind. Fortunately,
most major rod manufacturers offer good warranties. I highly recommend buying USA
made only, the quality and craftsmanship is second to none.
An exceptional “last a life time ” worthy fly rod is going to be expensive. I will warn
you ahead of time. Similar to most things you purchase, the more you spend the better
it usually is.
Chiefly, if you think fly fishing is something you’re really going to dedicate your self
to then it is well worth the money and time to invest in a well crafted “ tool of the trade”.
The good news is you don’t have the break the bank to get a decent starter rod. There
are lots of fly rods in that $100-400 range. The higher-end fly rods can easily be $900
or higher. As you gain experience in fly fishing, the need for a higher end rod will become apparent and the precision and particulars of a refined fly rod will be desired.
Take your time in the fly shop when selecting your new fly rod, don’t just wiggle it
and look at it. Select the ones you are keen on, ask the fly shop owner to select different line (sinking to floating) so you can feel how the rod handles different line. Eventually you’ll come to the right match.
Enjoy shopping and your time on the water!

Justin Reid with a chunky
early season Walleye

Techniques
for Spring Walleye
By Justin Reid, NOSA Member

As the month of May approaches, an abundance of energy rolls through Northwestern Ontario. Boats and quads packed up behind pickup trucks, city-wide lineups at the
gas stations, and anglers rushing into local bait shops. Spring has come and May-long,
the most anticipated long weekend of the season, is right around the corner. Besides fishing, it’s a great time to catch up with fellow campers and enjoy the outdoors without
bundling up in a winter jacket!
Targeting Spring Walleye
Some anglers may think it’s easy to find walleye come opening morning, but I personally have faced challenges in doing so. The weather leading up to the walleye opener
plays a major role on finding these fish. Some years the ice melts quickly and water
temperatures warm up quick, and other years some anglers find themselves ice breaking through smaller remote lakes just to get to their go-to spots.
Many anglers tend to find river systems that feed into lakes which is definitely my first
option, but certain lakes have time restrictions as to when you can access the rivers to

find spawning walleye. This can make your quest to finding a limit of four a mission
on its own. If the fish have already moved out of the rivers, or if they are simply not accessible at this time of year, do not panic.
Trolling for Walleye
Although many anglers will anchor in a particular fishing hole and drop a jig and
minnow down to catch walleye, that is not my only trick in the bag for catching them.
I like to focus on covering a lot of water on rocky shorelines in search for higher concentrations of these fish. After connecting with a few fish in a particular area, I will
then stick to that area and try jigging for them. My go-to setup is a size 12 deep diving
Rapala Jointed Husky Jerk. I have found this lure to be effective in the Kam River located in Thunder Bay Ontario. This allows you to hook into not only bigger sized fish,
but also eater sized walleye who are surprisingly drawn to the bigger presentation. Having gained this information in such an accessible spot not far from my home, I have
started to use this bait more often in lakes outside of town with great success. For whatever reason this bait drives the walleye crazy no matter what size they are!
My second go-to lure to tie on is a bottom bouncer. Before I began working at D&R
Sporting Goods in Thunder Bay, I can honestly say I had never heard of this method,
but it makes total sense. It includes a wire fed sinker that drags on the bottom as you’re
trolling with a lure of your choice attached. Your lure sits about 6”-8” above the bottom that puts your setup right in the strike zone. I always attach a spinner rig to this
and troll it a little slower when the water temperature is cooler and the fish aren’t as active. Tipping this rig with a minnow or a leach always seems to add a couple walleye to
the livewell!
Dropshot Rig
Many anglers view the drop shot rig as more of a bass presentation, but that is far
from the truth. A drop shot rig is a simple method that almost eliminates snags as it
keeps your presentation 10”-12” above the bottom - right in the heart of the strike
zone. I like to keep a drop shot rig simple. To start, tie a weight onto your main line. A
pencil shaped weight works best as it prevents snags in rocky areas. Using a Palomar
knot, attach your desired hook about 8”-12” above your weight which will rest on the
bottom. The distance that you attach your hook above the weight that sits on bottom
is personal preference. After attaching your hook, you can use either live bait or an artificial bait.
As a tournament bass angler where live bait is prohibited, I have caught many walleye using artificial presentations such as a Jackall Crosstail Shad, or an Xzone Original
Slammer. This is a great backup plan if you happen to run out of live bait! If you have
any questions about how to rig up a bottom bouncing rig or a drop shot setup, do not
hesitate to come see me at D&R Sporting Goods and I would be happy to help you gear
up for the upcoming walleye season!
Since the water temperatures are very cold, my biggest focus on the water is safety.
Whether you’re heading out to camp to set up for the upcoming season, or preparing
to catch some early season walleye on opening morning, be sure to make smart decisions
out on the water and always wear a lifejacket! I enjoy getting out on a boat to fish with
family and friends and don’t take one minute of this privilege for granted. Be sure to
grab a fishing licence, dress warm, and to all my fellow anglers, happy fishing and goodluck out there!

Moose Management
Review Process
to Begin

Earlier this year an announcement
was made by OMNRF Hon. Minister John Yakabuski that indicated he
would initiate a review of the
provincial moose management policies starting with a comprehensive
consultative effort with moose
hunters to determine their views on
how to make the draw/tag lottery
system “fairer” and “accessible” to
more moose hunters.
A committee called the Big Game
Management Advisory Committee
(BGMAC) has recently been appointed by the Minister as part of

this process. The committee is
tasked with providing recommendations back to the Minister regarding
possible changes to the current
moose tag draw system, and to also
look at additional measures to address moose management in the
province. This month the OMNRF
is formally kicking this process into
gear by hosting six “listening sessions” across the province. Two sessions will be hosted in each region
of the Northwest, Northeast and
South.
The Northwestern Ontario Sports-
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men’s Alliance (NOSA) is encouraging moose hunters to participate
in this engagement process, to make
their views heard. Moose hunters
across the province all seem to have
varying views on what is working
and what is not, with respect to
moose management. While many
see this next Moose Review as little
more than the same one that was
held some years ago, where a few
season length changes came into effect, the most notable one being a reduction of the calf hunting season to
a two week period in October. That
measure was met with mixed emotion by moose hunters who either
loved it or hated it. The measure was
intended to increase calf survival
and thus give a much needed boost
to moose populations. The results of
that measure however, never really
accomplished what was hoped for.
Calf production went up slightly for
the first two years but it is generally
agreed that moose hunters adapted
and shifted their hunting efforts to
the two week calf season and thus,
calf production has levelled off once
again in most parts of the north.
Many hunters dislike regulation
changes and policies that generally
only target the management of
hunters, rather than the management of the resource through various other means. What are some
“other means” to manage moose?
Certainly other jurisdictions across
North America have adopted a
much more aggressive approach to
the management of predators,
wolves and bears, which are able
to limit calf survival to the point of
keeping populations from growing.
Also, forest management practices
to enhance moose habitat and create “core” areas where moose productivity responds positively, is
another example of an effective

means to provide moose management efforts that do not directly impact the hunter.
The current process involving the
Moose Management Review will
primarily look at the human (hunter)
element as it relates to hunter satisfaction with the Moose Draw/Tag
Quota allocations process, thus examining ways to better allocate a
limited number of adult moose
tags(9,493 moose tags in 2018) to a
large population of moose hunters
(82,940 moose hunter applicants in
2018) in Ontario. This is no easy
task.
With some degree of success since
its inception in the early ‘80s the Selective Harvest system has been
doctored and adjusted many times
since then. The changes to allow
party hunting, group applications to
better allocate a limited number of
adult tags etc. are some of the
changes that have been adopted.
Clearly the group application
process accomplished some of what
it was intended to do, but with even
further reductions in tag allocation
in recent years, the fact remains that
there are fewer adult tags available
for the high demand by hunters in
general.
For more information about the
upcoming moose review process
and for information on how to submit a response to the Moose Management Review process, hunters
can attend one of the open house
sessions AND/OR they can respond
by answering a questionnaire that
will eventually be available on line
at: ontario.ca/moosereview
NOSA will be providing information updates on our web page and
face book page as they become
available.

2018 Ontario Moose Draw/Tag Lottery

Group Statistics

start at Canadian Tire
Canadian Tire is a proud sponsor of the Northwestern
Ontario Sportsmen's Alliance 2019 Dinner and Fundraiser.
Our Canadian Tire staff looks forward to serving NOSA's
members in the coming year. Please be sure to visit both our
store locations at Arthur Street and Fort William Road for all
your outdoor equipment and supply needs.
Propane • Camping • Fishing • Hunting • Hiking • Sporting

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

939 Fort William Rd
Thunder Bay, ON
P7B 3A6
(807) 623-1999

1221 Arthur St W
Thunder Bay, ON
P7K 1A7
(807) 475-4235

* Total number of hunters applying as groups: 41,261
* Total number of groups: 7,591
* Total tags issued to groups: 3,996
* Percentage of groups receiving tags: 53%

Individual Statistics

* Total number of hunters applying as individuals: 41,679
* Total tags issued to individuals: 4,635
* Percentage of individuals receiving tags: 11%

UPCOMING EVENTS

May 25-26 Rubber Boot 3D Archery Tournament @ Lakehead Archers
May 29 Moose Stakeholder Open house Thunder Bay/Valhalla Inn 4pm
May 30 Moose Stakeholder Open house Dryden/Best Western Plus 4pm
June 1 Dog Lake Open Walleye Tourney
June 13 NOSA Annual General Meeting/Westfort Prosvita 7pm
July 6 Angler Young Angler youth walleye tourney
July 13/14 Shebandowan Smallmouth Showdown

NOSA Executive Director
named as Chair of the
Ontario Big Game
Management Advisory
Committee

THIS
MONTH’S
NEWS

Game Management Advisory Committee.
The Northwestern Ontario Sportsmen’s Alliance (NOSA) is proud to announce that Executive Director John Kaplanis will take on a leading role
as the Chair of the new committee. NOSA believes that John understands
the challenging issues facing big game management in the province of Ontario. He recently said this about his appointment to the new position, “I am
very honoured to take on this new role and I believe that Ontario’s large
game resource management deserves serious attention and care, to not only
ensure the sustainable future of large game species, but also to ensure future of hunting and tourism opportunities for generations to follow us.”
We wish John the best as he embarks on this new challenge.

NOSA Annual General
Membership Meeting

The Ontario Government’s recent announcement to create a new Big
Game Management Advisory Committee has come with an appointment to
the position of Chair for Northwestern Ontario Sportsmen’s Alliance
(NOSA) Executive Director John Kaplanis.
John Kaplanis was a committee member of the former BGMAC committee. As the government is restructuring various committees, it comes
as little surprise as a cost saving measure that the government has done
away with the former Ontario Moose/Bear Allocation Committee and
BGMAC bodies, thus combining appointees under one body, the new Big

The Northwestern Ontario Sportsmen’s Alliance (NOSA) Annual General Membership meeting will be held on June 13th at
7pm located at the Westfort Prosvita main upstairs hall at 721 Gore
St. W. in Thunder Bay. This is a “members only” meeting that will
conduct the agenda of the Board and Members for the year
2019/20.
The evening agenda will consist of elections of Directors, possible bylaw changes, business items and financial report for
2018/19 well as members forum to set the organizational goals for
the coming year.
All in attendance will be eligible to win an attendance door prize
to be announced at the start of the meeting. Hopefully we will see
many new and old members alike at the AGM in June!

TEAM NOSA

DO YOU VALUE YOUR
NORTHERN OUTDOOR HERITAGE?

With sound conservation goals in mind, the
Northwestern Ontario Sportman’s Alliance is working
to preserve your hunting future. Why not join us?

www.teamnosa.com
Find out how by visiting us at:

Fail Safe
Steelhead Rigs!
By Samantha Neureuther,
NOSA Member

Steelheaders know that attention to details can really make all the difference
when you are steelhead fishing. Clear or dirty water, size of float, number of
split-shot sinkers, size of hook, what pound test of leader, leader length, and
type and timing of bait all play an important role.
No matter which bait you use, the goal is to keep it as close to the bottom as
you can without getting hung up. Steelhead hug the bottom of the river in deep
holes or hold near rocks, so it’s important to get the bait into their strike zone.
All of these baits will work best used under a “standard split shot/float” set up.
FRESH ROE BAGS
The number one producing bait and the “go to” for any steelhead river. Fresh
tied roe bags aka spawn sacks, work best over artificial for obvious reasons; they
are the most natural looking and have a natural scent. Tying your own vs store
bought makes the world of difference.
To tie you will need different color package’s of spawn net with spider thread
to seal. Tie your bags the size of a penny in Pink, Chartreuse, Purple and Orange
which have proven to work the best. A popular method to help in tying your
own roe is FishHead Canada’s online website offering up a selection of fish eggs
you can purchase online making it easier to tie and stock up BEFORE the run
starts.
THE BEAD EGG
Why have these become a go to bait? Plastic beads are now a top producing
artificial bait designed to mimic a real single egg. Often in a river, the fish will
seek a single floating egg drifting along the bottom, instead of the whole sack.
The bead resembles the same buoyancy as a natural fish egg which in turn can
make it very effective. The beads are made in a wide variety of sizes and colors.
When they float in the water, they do so the same way that the natural eggs
would do. They can be tied directly onto your hook the same as a roe bag or
pegged above the hook.
THE JIG FLY
Early on in the season the steelhead will be staging and cruising river mouths
eagerly waiting to head up stream. Fished on a casting rod with spinning reel;
any bright colored jigfly will work for Steelhead nearby and draw them in. I’ve
had the best luck with any of Mighty Mitch & Jungle Joes jigflys specifically in
the Rainbow or Brook Trout tied patterns. Think bright and flashy. When casting and retrieving, give it a slow retrieve from the top to the bottom of the water
column working it back to you. You may not find them in numbers but a hook
up with a Steelhead this way is a huge rush.
THE PINK WORM
Bright and attractive; the Pink Worm is a popular and extremely valuable bait
to always keep in your tackle kit. They can be quickly fished through a run and
under a wide range of conditions. This tactic is best used in the middle to end
of the run favouring warmer water temps. Use a 2 1/2” to 3 ?” bubblegum or
baby pink coloured steelhead worm on your float fishing set up. Thread your
hook directly into the center of the worm; this creates a lot of bend and movement in the worm as it drifts. The active aggressive Steelhead will always be the
first to hit. This presents a different option when they are constantly seeing roe.
When nothing else is working ALWAYS give the Pink Worm a shot, this is when
they truly shine.
Using these different techniques above will allow you to adapt to different
water situations during all periods of the Steelhead run in the Spring. It sometimes takes time to figure these fish out but be persistent in trying new tactics
and techniques and it wont take long before you do.

Members In The Field

Richard Brassard and an opening weekend walleye

McKenzie Brassard is all smiles with a chunky walleye

Verner Kivipelto lands a big spring walleye

Brandon Brassard lands a great rainbow trout

PthUe MP UP
SAVINGS!

Ashleigh Kaplanis catching walleye for dinner

Zac Corbin and a hefty northshore steelhead

Justin Reid is all smiles with this spot and stalk spring bear

HALF-WAY MOTORS N ISSAN PR E-OWN E D

1000

$...

2012 NISSAN TITAN PRO-4X CREW CAB 4X4
Automatic, Leather Heated Power Seats, Cruise Control, Rockford
Fosgate Audio System, 142,212 kms., N8970

USED 2018 JEEP COMPASS NORTH

2015 NISSAN TITAN S CREW CAB 4X4

4 WHEEL DRIVE, Automatic, LEATHER HEATED SEATS, Power Windows/Locks/
Mirrors, Cruise Control, A/C, low km -37,658 kms. Former Daily Rental, OC9282D

4 WHEEL DRIVE, Automatic, Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, A/C,
Cruise, 53,341 kms., N9226A

19,998 OR $177**

$

25,998 OR $157*****

bi-weekly +HST

2017 GMC ACADIA SLE
ALL WHEEL DRIVE, Automatic, Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, A/C,
Cruise Control, Roof Rack, Touch Screen Display, 88,587 kms., OC9725

+HST

$

0
DOWN

25,998 OR $175****
+HST

bi-weekly +HST

USED 2018 JEEP WRANGLER UNLIMITED SAHARA

USED 2018 TOYOTA TACOMA SR5 CREW CAB
4 Wheel Drive, Automatic, Heated Front Seats, Power Windows/Locks/ Heated Mirrors,
Cruise, ABS, Satellite Radio, LOW KMS., 13,151 kms., Former daily rental, OC9289D

27,998 OR $169*****

ALL
OFFERS

$

bi-weekly +HST

4 WHEEL DRIVE, Trail Rated, Automatic, Navigation System, Power Windows/
Locks/Mirrors, Cruise Control, A/C, low km – 25,542 kms. OC9649

$

+HST

ON EVERY PRE-OWNED VEHICLE!

HOT BUYS ON ALL MAKES AND MODELS

$

+HST

,

Get up to a

GAS CARD
BONUS

bi-weekly +HST

Terms are based on model year: 96 months for 2017-2018, 84 months for 20152016, 72 months for 2013-2014, 60 months for 2011-2012, 48 months for
2010, 36 months for 2009 and older. Finance example: $10,000 based on 5.99%
APR over 36/*48/**60/ ***72/****84/*****96 months with a bi-weekly payment of
$140 /$108 / $89 / $76 / $67 / $60. Total interest over term $944 / $1,270 /
$1,596 / $1,929 / $2,267 / $2,611. Total obligation over term $10,944 /
$11,270 / $11,596 / $11,929 / $12,267 / $12,611. HST and License extra.

$

39,998 OR $242*****
+HST

bi-weekly +HST

$

40,998 OR $248*****
+HST

bi-weekly +HST

PROUD SUPPORTER OF NOSA

PAYMENTS
BASED ON

940 Memorial Avenue
345-2327 • 1-800-665-7207
halfwaymotorsnissan.com

5 .99%

bi-weekly fixed APR
up to 96 months
OAC

